THE  RACE   FOR THE  GUADARRAMA  PASSES
Madrid, made it essential that I should make my way
south as fast as possible Therefore after a hurried dash
back to France to send off my first dispatches and to
arrange for couriers with speedy cars for the carrying of
further messages, I once more passed through the Baztan
valley, and this time, not stopping at Pampeluna, I pressed
direct south. I had a French car then and a French driver
named Antome who remained in my service for two
months, until, in fact, the car, which had met with several
accidents, was completely unserviceable He was a cheer-
ful and reliable man, an excellent driver, and spoke a little
Spanish, so that he was often useful in collecting informa-
tion for me from other chauffeurs He took nearly as
much interest as I did in moving about speedily and
getting my dispatches back fast, and looked on all that
part of our mission as a glorious and exciting game.
The first place we struck of importance was Soria,
which stands some forty miles north of the mountain
barrier. It had only just been captured from local Reds
a few hours before, and a motor column of some four
hundred lorries, cars and motor omnibuses was still
pouring into it, bringing a few regular troops but mainly
hurriedly formed companies of Carlists and Fascists. It
was one of the handicaps of all the early weeks of the war
that the Republicans had weakened the Army to such an
extent that often a whole regiment was only two hundred
men strong.
For the first time there had been an air raid, and fugi-
tives on the road miles from the town tolcl me that over
a score had been killed and that the Red Madrid 'planes
were coming back again in an hour or so I paid little
attention to this as I knew from long experience how
invariably inaccurate is information given by refugees,
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